
Trial Support Services



Introduction

The pages of this guide provide an overview of the tools and technology available for counsel to 
successfully present their story in trial.  

Exhibit and Video Presentation
Captivate the jury with striking visuals that help illustrate and tell your story. We understand the 
importance of effectively communicating details and information in the courtroom. Our trial consultants 
will help ensure your case is well-organized, your exhibits, videos and graphics are presentation ready, and 
you are well-equipped technologically in the courtroom. 

Features
• "Tear out" a section of a document to focus the jury's attention
• Present exhibits in a side-by-side comparison
• Play a witness‘s video deposition with or without scrolling transcript text
• Display a section of the transcript to emphasize contradictory deposition testimony
• Overlay exhibits - great for comparing authenticity of a signature
• Generate designation reports and video clips for the court
• Locate exhibits in seconds from trial workbooks

Document Prep
Huseby provides a comprehensive suite of document management services to make sure you are trial 
ready. Huseby Trial Services offers document imaging of virtually any type of document, including film and 
x-rays. Digitized documents can then be made keyword searchable using optical character recognition and 
stored securely in a repository for access by the trial team 24/7 from any device. The case repository is 
key word and key phrase searchable.  Services include scanning, file conversion, bates numbering, and 
trial/witness notebooks.

Graphics and Animation
Our graphics professionals will consult with you and present options and ideas to help you visually present 
your case. Ask us about interactive 3-D animation. Services Include charts, graphs, interactive timelines, 
iIllustrations, 3-D and flash animation and PowerPoint presentations

Let’s get started.  We are dedicated to adding value from day one.



Graphics and Animation







Interactive Timeline Options



Interactive Timeline Exhibit Callouts



Non-Conventional Timeline – Moving Clock



Leading Edge Technology – HusebyConnect

HusebyConnect is a proprietary application introduced in 2013 that provides clients a complete 
deposition or trial testimony experience in a virtual environment. HusebyConnect has three core 
components; Live video stream from the witness location, real-time text streaming, and electronic 
exhibit presentation.  

HusebyConnect provides counsel the ability to attend witness prep events anywhere in the world 
remotely, without incurring travel expenses.  All events can be recorded for future playback and case 
prep.

Video
Huseby also has a supply of HD 1080p webcams with tripods to provide when a videographer is not 
requested.  

Counsel can choose whether or not to show themselves on video, or just view the witness.  Video can be 
streamed directly into a courtroom for remote trial testimony.  



Leading Edge Technology – HusebyConnect

Remote Real-time Text
The real-time text stream provides counsel a live transcript stream in the court room or from anywhere 
in the world, with the ability to annotate on the transcript, including notes, issue coding and 
bookmarking.  At the end of the event the transcript is automatically saved directly in counsel’s 
repository for immediate review.  

When saved in the repository all highlights, notes and issue codes are available with the ability to make 
further annotations.  When new annotations are made in the mobile app and saved, they are synched 
with the cloud application.

Counsel also has the ability to export the transcript and annotations into Summation, LiveNote or 
TextMap.

Live Transcript Feed

Repository – with annotations

Mobile App



Leading Edge Technology – HusebyConnect

Exhibit Presentation
Exhibit presentation allows counsel to present exhibits to remote attendees electronically, make 
annotations and mark into the record.   Once saved the chain of custody saves a version in counsel’s 
repository and a copy for the court reporter. 

Counsel has instant access to a complete history of all exhibits previously marked in the case to 
reference anytime.

Live Exhibit Presentation

Exhibit History
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